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ABSTRACT
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies, such as phase-
change memory, spin-transfer torque magnetic memory, memristor,
and 3D Xpoint, are encouraging the development of new architec-
tures that support the challenges of persistent programming. An
important remaining challenge is dealing with the high logging over-
heads introduced by durable transactions.

Here, we propose a new logging approach, Proteus, for durable
transactions that achieves the favorable characteristics of both prior
software and hardware approaches. Like software, it has no hardware
constraint limiting the number of transactions or logs available to it,
and like hardware, it has very low overhead. Our approach introduces
two new instructions and hardware support, primarily within the
core, to manage the execution of new instructions. We also propose
a novel optimization at the memory controller that is enabled by a
persistent write pending queue in the memory controller. We drop
log updates that have not yet written back to NVMM by the time a
transaction is considered durable.

We compared our design against state-of-the-art hardware log-
ging, ATOM [3], and a software only approach. Our experiments
show that Proteus improves performance by 1.44-1.47× depending
on configuration compared to a system without hardware logging
and 9-11% faster than ATOM. A significant advantage of our ap-
proach is dropping writes to the log when they are not needed. On
average, ATOM makes 3.4× more writes to memory than our design.

1 INTRODUCTION
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies, such as phase-
change memory, spin-transfer torque magnetic memory, memristor,
and 3D Xpoint, are now available in the market. For example, 3D
Xpoint memory is already in the market since 2017 [2]. Due to their
non-volatility and byte addressability, a subset of them which have
low read latencies are being considered for use as main memory,
either to augment or replace DRAM. A non-volatile main memory
(NVMM) can be directly accessed using load and store instructions.
This gives an opportunity for programmers to persist important data
in data structures in main memory, skipping the need or overheads
of serializing it to the file system.

Persisting data structures in main memory must be implemented
in a way that ensures data consistency, so that software can recover
to a consistent state in the event of software or hardware failures.
Data consistency is difficult to ensure in systems with volatile caches
because the order in which values are persisted (e.g. written back
to the NVMM) depends on the cache replacement policy, which
often differs from program order. To deal with these ordering chal-
lenges, architects have proposed memory persistency models [4] to

provide programmers a guarantee of the ordering in which stores are
persisted to NVMM.

One model that is easier for programmers to reason about is that
of durable transactions [5]. With a durable transaction, all stores in
a transaction persist together or none of them do. This is a simple
and useful abstraction for programmers.

We explore a key challenge of using durable transactions: how to
perform logging efficiently and flexibly. Durable transactions require
logging, either through redo or undo logging. The log allows the
transaction to be recovered if a failure occurs during the transaction.
Each log entry can be created through software code inserted by the
programmer, through a library [1], or directly in hardware without
additional code [3]. Software approaches (SW) incur large perfor-
mance overheads due to additional instructions but offer the greatest
flexibility, including unlimited transaction size and control over log-
ging operations. The latter approach (HW) [3] has low performance
overheads, but it is typically less flexible.

2 SOFTWARE SUPPORTED HARDWARE
LOGGING

We propose a new logging approach, referred to as Proteus, that
achieves the favorable characteristics of both software and hard-
ware approaches: software controls it’s own log area, it can support
unlimited transactions of arbitrary size, it can manage its own re-
covery, and it has low overhead. Our approach introduces two new
instructions that a log-load instruction creates a log entry by loading
the original data, and a log-flush instruction writes the log entry
to NVMM. We presume no additional programming effort beyond
specifying transaction boundaries, since the compiler can generate
instructions appropriately for code inside transactions.

Additional hardware support is introduced, largely within the core,
to manage the execution of these instructions and critical ordering
requirements between logging operations and updates to data to
ensure durable transaction semantics. Proteus avoids any limitation
on the size or number of transactions through judicious design of
the interface: software remains in control of allocating the log area,
and hardware keeps the cost of updating the log low.

LogQ is a structure that keeps track of each logging operation.
When a log-flush instruction enters the OOO pipeline, an entry is
created in the LogQ. It contains the log-from address (location of
the original data in NVMM), log-to address (location of the log
entry in the log area), and log-data (data value to be flushed to
NVMM). When the log-flush is received at the memory controller

Note a fundamental difference between durable transaction and transactional memory
(TM): a durable transaction specifies when data is made durable in NVMM, whereas
TM deals with when data is visible to other threads. Consequently, durable transactions
apply even to sequential code.



(MC), the MC sends an acknowledgment to the LogQ and the entry
is deallocated from the LogQ. The LogQ has another important
function: imposing ordering between a log-flush instruction and a
store to the same log-from address. Thus, when a store retires and
before it’s committed to the cache, it checks its address against
older entries in the LogQ. To achieve higher performance, the LogQ
allows log entries to flush out-of-order. Furthermore, the LogQ can
hide the latency of logging by enabling the concurrent execution of
the actual flushes to the MC.

Log Lookup Table (LLT) keeps the last few log-from addresses
in a transaction and prevents repeated logging operations to the
same log data, reducing the memory bandwidth devoted to logging.
In addition, the LLT helps to reduce the size of the log area in
NVMM, the LogQ, and the LPQ in the MC. When a transaction
ends, triggered by the tx-end instruction, the LLT is cleared.

We also consider integrating Proteus with a battery backed WPQ,
allowing the WPQ to be considered part of the persistency domain.
Once writes reach the WPQ they are considered durable. The pres-
ence of a battery-backed WPQ is consequential: it presents a new
opportunity to avoid writes to the NVMM. A key observation which
we exploit is that most log entries are created and discarded, because
failures are rare. Thus, we add LPQ which operates the same as
WPQ, but log-flushes go only to the LPQ. This distinction allows
us to treat them differently, where log entries are kept as long as
possible in the LPQ and discarded when a transaction commits.

3 EVALUATION
For our experiments, we implemented Intel PMEM instructions,
clwb, clflushopt, and pcommit in a processor simulator built on
MarssX86, which is an open source cycle-accurate full system simu-
lator for an x86-64 architecture.
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Figure 1: Speedup comparison on NVMM, with software log-
ging with PMEM as baseline.

In order to assess the performance benefits of Proteus, we im-
plemented and compared the following schemes: software logging
represented by an Intel PMEM based implementation of WAL, both
with pcommit (PMEM+pcommit) and without it (as the base case),
hardware logging represented by ATOM [3] including all of its
optimizations (ATOM), and software-supported hardware logging
represented by our scheme Proteus (Proteus) and without log write
removal (Proteus+NoLWR). In order to see how close they perform
to an ideal case, we also implemented PMEM but with logging re-
moved (PMEM+nolog). The latter does not provide failure safety
and is devoid of any logging overheads, and thus it is an ideal case.

The result of their speedup over the base case of PMEM with-
out pcommit for all benchmarks and for the geometric mean of

all benchmarks are shown in Figure 1. First, let us observe the
PMEM+pcommit bars. They are significantly below 1.0 in all bench-
marks, with a geometric mean of 0.79. This shows that moving
the MC and WPQ into the persistency domain is very helpful for
performance. Next, consider the last bars (PMEM+nolog) that are
significantly higher than 1.0, with a geometric mean of 1.51. This
shows that the addition of logging code and its execution causes very
significant performance overheads, whereas its removal speeds up ex-
ecution by 51% on average. Now let us examine ATOM and Proteus.
ATOM performs quite well, achieving a 1.33× speedup on average
while Proteus achieves a geometric average of 1.46× speedup. In
other words, Proteus is faster than ATOM by 1.46

1.33 −1 = 10%. Fur-
thermore, Proteus’s speedup is only 3.3% lower than the ideal case
of no logging.
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Figure 2: The number of NVMM writes, normalized to PMEM
with no logging.

Figure 2 compares the number of NVMM writes for each bench-
mark, normalized to the number of NVMM writes of PMEM+nolog.
On average, ATOM has three times more writes to NVMM (3.4×),
compared to PMEM without logging. In benchmark (QE), it more
than quadruples the writes to NVMM and in the worst case (AT),
it has six times more writes to NVMM. The increase in number of
writes is due to logging (creation and truncation). This is significant
because it cuts the write endurance of NVMM by more than three
quarters. In contrast, Proteus only increases the number of writes
slightly. In the worst case (AT), the increase in writes is still rela-
tively low, at 6%. The reason for Proteus’s advantage is that most
log updates are held at the LPQ and flash cleared when a transaction
ends, thanks to the fact that the MC is part of the persistency domain.
Thus, most log flushes do not even go to the NVMM.
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